
Welcome to maps.mundialis.de !

The starting point of the web application is displaying Sentinel-2 footprints for the time frame given
by default – the screen-shot above shows the available footprints from 2nd January 2018 until 5th

January 2018. The time filter can be adjusted to ones needs. 

By default only footprints of scenes with 10% cloud coverage or less are displayed, the percentage
can be changed manually. The preview polygons highlighting the available Sentinel-2 data may be
hidden with the Hide preview Layer if needed. 
  

 On the upper right hand side you see a menu which is structured from top to bottom into: 
 Fullscreen view, Location Search, Map Tools, Foreground and Background Layers. 
 
 The Map Tools give the user another option of
 zooming in and out, allow the user to include an 
 external WMS by providing the URL for it and the 
 Overview map can be used for navigation of the view.

 
The  Foreground Layers  include a  Sentinel Heat map; Sentinel Normalised Indices  for  Snow,
Water and Vegetation; and the OpenStreetMap Layer can be activated. The Sentinel Normalised
Indices are only displayed for the scenes for which they have been calculated in the past. The view
of them does not contain a time stamp yet, but the most recently calculated scene is displayed by the
web application.

The  Background Layers allow the  user  to  choose between  Topography World,  Topography
Gray, Topography with OSM and OpenStreetMap.



Sentinel-2 Information &  Data Processing Ordering 

There are already processed Sentinel-2 scenes that are displayed by default. With the  slider at the
bottom  you  can  have  different  views  on  the  data:  True  Color  Composite,  Color  Infrared,
Land/Water, Vegetation Analysis and Atmospheric Penetration (image above). If you want to access

this  information  (or  several)  for  a
particular scene at a particular date, you
can select the desired tile preview, which
gives you access to information about the
selected  Sentinel-2  footprint  (left-hand
image). There you can place an order for
processing the desired scene (right-hand
picture)  by  selecting  Order processed
scene or  you  can  click  on  Download
raw data  and  you will  be  able  to  use
your scihub.copernicus.eu credentials for
downloading the data. 

 

At the bottom of the application there is a slider with which you can choose the color composite
from already processed Sentinel-2  scenes.  There  is  an  option  to  switch  the  slider  for  enabling
swiping between two different composites which  can be selected in the combo boxes on each side
of the slider. This way you can directly compare e. g. a true color composite with a color infrared
composite. An exemplary view is shown below.

Sentinel-2 Heat Map

A short note about the sentinel heat map – it considers all available Sentinel-2 scenes with an cloud
coverage of 10% or less and shows the regions with many satellite scenes in bright colors and for
the opposite in cooler colors. Furthermore due to the consideration of the whole available time
frame, displaying the heat map does take a bit of time. 
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